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Bounds for Characteristic Roots of Matrices II 
Olga Taussky 

This is a continuation of an earlier note (Duke Mathematical Journal , volume 15, 
pages 1043- 44 (1948» . It deals with bounds for the characteristic roots of matrices with 
positive (nonnegative) elements, and with bounds for multiple roots. 

This note is a continuation of an earlier one [1] . I 
There the position of th e characteristic roots of an 
n X n matrix A = (a ik) inside or on the boundary of 
the n circles Oi with centers ali and radii Ai= ~l aikl 
was studied. k"'i 

In particular, it was shown in [1] that for n= 2 the 
common part of the circles cannot contain a root 
unless it is a common boundary poin t.. This fact is 
not true for n > 2 as is, for example, shown by the 
matrix 

1 

~] , 
-8 

o 
- 15 

which has the roots 0, -3, - 5. The root 0 is con
tained in all three circles. It can however be shown 
that an analogue of the situation for n = 2 holds if 
further conditions are imposed on the elements aik. 

Theorem 1. The dominant root of a matrix of 
positive elements canno t be a common point of all 
n circles Oi unless it is a common boundary point of 
at least two of the circles. 

Proof. It is known [2] that the dominant root A 
of such a matrix is real and positive and that the 
corresponding characteristic vector XI, ... , Xn can 
be chosen in such a way that all its components are 
posi tive. Consider then the equation 

or 
(2) 

As the right-hand side of (2) is positive, it follows 
that 

Equation (2) implies that 

(A-aii) Xi2 A i minxk. 
k",i 

(3) 

(4) 

Let A be an inner point of all circl s Oi, that is, 

It follows from (4) that 

xi>min Xk, 
k",i 

i= l ,"', n. (5) 

i= l , "' , n. 

1 l'igures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 

This is not possible. Hence A cannot be an inner 
point of all OJ. Assume then that A was on the 
boundary of at least one circle OJ, say 01, and an in
ner or boundary point of all other circles. Then re
lation (4) for i= 1 implies that 

Let 

x!2 minxk ' 
k"'l 

(6) 

minxk= Xz, (say) (7) 
Ie",! 

and consider relation (4) for i=2. This implies that 
either 

or 

A- aZ2=A2 and x22 minxk 
k",2 

A - a22 < A 2 and X2> minxk' 
k"'2 

(8) 

(9) 

However, relations (6), (7), (9) lead to a contradic
tion and so (8) holds which means that A is on the 
boundary of O2 , 

It can be shown that the dominant root of a ma
trix of positive elements can lie inside of n-l circles 
and outside of one circle without touching the bound
aries. The following example of this was commu
nicated to the author by A. Ostrowski: 

Define aik (i,c. k) as arbitrary positive numbers. 
Take A sufficiently large and positive and define au 
by 

It follows that A is a characteristic root of the matrix 

(aik) and t11at the corresponding' vector is (~, 1, ... ,1 ). 

Hence A is the dominant root, as the other roots can
not have vectors with positive coordinates only [2]. 

Two generalizations of theorem 1 arc possible, one 
to matrices with nonnegative elements instead of 
positive ones. These matrices have as one of their 
dominant roots a nonnegative real number , and the 
corresponding vector can be chosen to have non
negative components. H ence, all the above argu
ments can be repeated, as long as equations (2) do 
not involve any equation of the form 0= 0. This 
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could only occur , if Lhe matrix A can be transformed 
to the form 

by the same permutation of the rows and columns 
fl] and where P and Q are square matrices, and 0 
consists of zeros. Thus the following th eorem holds: 

Theorem 2. L et A be a matrix of nonnegative 
elemen ts which cannot be transformed to the form 

~) 
by th e same permu tation of the rows and columns. 
Then th e real dominant root of A canno t be a 
common point of all n circles Ct unless i t is a common 
boundary point of at least two of these circles. 

Consider now matrices whose main diagonal 
elements arc arbitrary real, bu L whose off-diagonal, 
elem ent are posi tive (nonnegative). It is h:nown 
[3 , 4] that such a matrix has as root with largest 
real part a real positive (nonnegative) number and 
th e compon ents of the correspond ing vectors can 
be chosen to be all po itive (nonnegative). It is 
clear that th eorems 1 and 2 can be generalizcd to 
th ese matrices. 

The remaining two th eorem concern multiple 
roots of general m atrices. It is easy to find examples 
of matrices with a multiple root that is contained 
as inner or boundary point in only one circle Ci. 
It can, however, be proved that in this case Lhe 
rank of the matlix 

(at,,- AOtk) is n- l. 

Theorem 3. A ch aracterisLic :rooL A which is an 
inner or boundary p oint of only one circle Ct cannot 
have two ind ependent ch aracteristic vectors con ·e
spon ding to it. 

Proof. Assume th at !au - A!:::; Al and !ati- A!> A t 
for i ~ 1. Consider any characteristic vector X I , . . • , 

Xn ·which corr esponds to A. Then Lhe relations 

!a ji- A! !Xi !:::; A i max !Xk ! 
kr'i 

hold. For i> 1 they imply that 

!Xi !< max Ix,, !· 
kr'i 

H ence 
!Xl!= max !X,, !> IXi ! for i> l. 

k 

(10) 

(11) 

TIllS eliminates th e possibili ty of a vector YI, ... , Yn 
that corre ponds to A and is independent of X I , . . . , 

X n , b ecause oth erwise a linear combination of both 
vectors could be found in which the first componen t 
is 0 and which does no t vanish identically. 

Theorem 4. If A has a charact('l'istic root A of 
mult ipli c ity n-1 a nd wi th n-1 independent char
acteri Lic vectors th en A is contained in at least n-l 
circle Ct. 

Proof. The matrix (aik- Aoik) ha the ame vec
to rs as (aik) and as roots th e numbers J..L - A when J..L 

runs through all roots of (aik)' The circles that 
correspond to th e matrix (aik- A Otk) h ave th e same 
radii as t he original ones, but th eir cen ters are moved 
from aii to aii - A. H en ce, we may restrict our
sel ves to th e case where A = O. In this case the 
matrix can b e transformed to th e form 

o 

o 
a 

by means of a nonsingular matrix U = (Uik)' D enote 
by Il th e doterminant !Uikl and by Uik the cofactor 
of Uik' I t is th en easy to seo th at tho original matrix 
(aik)=UXU-l is of the form 

aUln Uln /Il aUln U2n/1l aUl n U"n/Il 

(aik) = 
aU2n Uln /Il au2n U2n /1l aU2n Unn /Il 

au"" Uln/Il aU nn U2n /1l aU"n Un,j ll 

Assume now Lhat 0 lie out ide one of the circles, 
say CI . This implie 

(12) 

This, however, implies thaL 

i = 2 , ... , n. 

From this it follows that 0 lies inside all circles C" 
i = 2, . .. , n , ,,,hich proves the theorem. 
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